
CAMPGROUNDS
LAVALINGS

Diego Laura Osmond Jeff 2
Doesn’t have an

inside voice
A bundle of energy Always revved up,

doesn’t like bedtime
Enjoys being in

the spotlight

Lavalings represent different emotions and 
they all have things that they are working to 
get better at! Their HOT state is what they look 
like when they are upset, mad, frustrated or 
over excited. Their COOL state is what they look 
like when they are calm, happy, and relaxed. 

Which Lavaling do you like the best? Why?



BLUE MESA
LAVALINGS

Fourthree Legs

Citrina

Jeff Lexi

BasilSparky

A little jumpy

Give Sparky some space
and they’ll shine

like the sun!

Always procrastinates
her chores

Has a lot of swagger Gets a little
intense sometimes

Due to their small size
many underestimate

them, but don’t let that
fool you, this Lavaling is 

full of potential

I can relate to Citrina because I ALWAYS 
procrastinate on my chores! Which Lavaling 
that you have collected do you relate to?



If you could create your own Lavaling, what 
would it look like? What would you name it? 
What would it be working hard to get better at? 
Can you draw the hot and cool form of your 
Lavaling? Excited to see what you create!

ROBO COAST
LAVALINGS

Lucy

Joe

Dale Arthur

Bob

Andy

SlugoSummer

Goes with their 
own flow

Needs some alone time,
will come out for snacks

Just needs to hear
a compliment every

once in a while

Is always
rethinking everything

A real firecracker

A shy Lavaling that
just wants to stay out

of the way

Daydreams about 
fun adventures

Really wants to
be your friend



ACORN FALLS
LAVALINGS

Samara

Brady

Aleena

Larrys Taft

Miriam

Dianna

PiperCooper

Aurum

Don’t bother to
tell this Lavaling

what to do, they’re
not listening

Thinks of shoes
as ‘feet jails’

Once this Lavaling sets 
their mind, nothing 

will change it

Thinks it’s always their 
fault, even when it’s not

Wants to just hide
in their shell

Seemingly always 
arguing with themselves

Having a blast!

Totally unpredictable and
full of surprises

Living large. Loudly. Having a bad day

WOW! This is a lot of Lavalings! 
You’re becoming an expert!



THE OBSERVATORY
LAVALINGS

Harold

Fred

Florian

Laco Stu

Chrissy

Rob

CruzNicole

Peter Hailey Hot Pot

Gives it their all,
every time!

Just a little delicate
on the inside

Like a hot potato,
cannot sit still

Generally found with 
all their belongings neatly
organized around them

A merry Lavaling who
loves extra cheer

Travels in isolated 
groups

Has a lot of opinions

Freezes when they 
freak out

Watch out for this 
Lavaling, nothing

stands in their way

Gets really nervous
in groups. Even in groups

of other Lavalings

Just has too much 
to deal with sometimes

Sometimes gets
down in the dumps



MAGMA PEAK
LAVALINGS

Grant

Rusty

Ryan

Plum Ma & Va

Stevie

Dolton

TonyLouis

Phillip Jem Alana

Puts their arms
in the air like they

just don't care, and
they really don't care.

This Lavaling waves
their arms to scare

off bears.

Standing in line is
not one of their

strong suits

They fidget even
on the most comfortable

of couches

This Lavaling is actually
a pretty good singer

Can slither out of
any situation

Afraid of even small
gusts of wind

Can break glass
with their scream

The jumpiest of all
the Lavalings

Has a really hard time
just staying upright

Always fights about
which head goes first

Plays by their
own rules



MAGMA PEAK
LAVALINGS

Brianne

Jermaine

Linda

Alan Drew

Stalatic

Jack

StaticVivian

Tina Tubob

Watches everyone
really closely, just
in case they're up

to something

Doesn't like
wearing hats

Stays up all night
reading books

about stars

Does not like bubblesMakes amazing music
when they're calm

Likes to hang out Never looks down
on anyone

The rarest known
Lavaling. It only appears

to a special few.

Pushes away anyone
who gets too close

They move so fast
that even if they

wanted to they couldn't
change directions

Drinks more coffee
than they should


